
Intelligent.ly EMERGE

CAMBRIDGE, MA

Gone are the days of banquet halls and lectures. People learn by rolling up their sleeves and diving

into action. EMERGE is a one-day interactive workshop that provides individual contributors with

practical frameworks and tools to help them become more effective leaders. From identifying

leadership strengths to sharing feedback to storytelling, EMERGE provides actionable advice while

connecting emerging leaders with an exceptional peer group. Through peer collaboration and

hands-on learning, attendees will leave with a roadmap for continued growth, a meaningful

extended network they can lean on for continued support, and a new set of skills including, how to: 

Learn how to provide and receive constructive feedback–

Explore the basics of financial modeling–

Identify and leverage your top five leadership strengths–

Tap into Emotional Intelligence to communicate with and influence stakeholders–

Gain buy-in for your ideas through effective storytelling–

Develop your personal brand as a leader–
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Managing Cyber Risks in 2024: Regulatory
Compliance, Litigation Risk, Third-Party

Cybersecurity Incident Exposure
APRIL 24, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

FIA Law & Compliance Division Conference 2024
APRIL 24–26, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

18th Annual Flagship Conference on Economic
Sanctions Enforcement and Compliance

APRIL 29, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
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